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Today I convened with my fellow researchers 
Stevie Knauss and Gregory Willikers on Fire 

Island’s Mastic Beach, an isthmus between the coast 
of Long Island and the Atlantic Ocean, coming 
myself from the mid-Hudson Valley, Gregory from 
Boston, and Stevie from New York City. 

It is an exciting day. Today marks the first day of 
our cross-country vacation/research/“art-handling” 
trip transporting the FRYE TRUNK to the Frye 
Museum in Seattle. 

Gregory, Stevie, and I first learned of the FRYE 
TRUNK acquisition in early 2020, some months 
after ESTAR(SER) had finalized the purchase 
from Marty’s Mart (which through the proverbial 
grapevine had worn thin the pockets and nerves 
of those involved in the negotiations …) It wasn’t 
until mid-2021 however, after the arrangement 
of the exhibition at the Frye, that Gregory, Stevie 
and myself agreed to undertake the delivery of 
the Trunk, and while on the way to research the 
history of some of its components, many of which 
suggested sprawling and itinerant Bird-ish activity.

Before arriving at the beach we were obliged to pick 
up our RV from a seedy, highway-side U-HAUL 
and RV rental, but not before a bout of dickering 
with a ruddy and flustered general manager, who 
did not believe that we were in fact the researchers 
affiliated with ESTAR(SER). After exactly three 
phone calls with corporate he resigned to give us 
a tour of our 30’ research vehicle and handed over 
the keys.

It is a beauty. Sleeping seven, with a shower, 
kitchenette, pantry, bathroom, it is spacious as any 
motel room – with a cheery dog decal on the side 
door to keep our spirits up and a table to organize 
our research notes to boot.

We arrived at the beach well after night-fall, and 
parked our research vehicle at the far edge of the 
encampment where the park met the dunes. It was 
a long day. But before going to sleep we christened 
our truck by smashing a bottle of bubbly on the 
rear bumper.

We’ll need all the luck we can get. Those Birds are 
a tricky bunch. And tomorrow will be our first real 
day on their trail.

August 15, 2022
Fire Island, NY



Footprints on Mastic Beach



We awoke to a bright day on the beach 
and took an early plunge into a cold and 

turbulent Atlantic to sharpen our senses. 

Our first stop today was at the Milcom Memorial 
Reading Room in Jersey City at MANA 
Contemporary, which currently houses the library 
of the late, great Learned “Hogfoot” Milcom, the 
man responsible for reviving and fusing ESTAR 
and SER, and giving new life to the organized and 
dogged research effort into the history of the Order 
of the Third Bird. 

In addition to Hogfoot’s library, the Reading 
Room contains a number of objects from the so-
called ‘W-Cache,’ the collection of objects in the 
archives of ESTAR(SER) believed to be artifacts of 
the Order of the Third Bird. The FRYE TRUNK 
was among these objects, and we picked our way 
through the Reading Room to start loading it up 
into the research vehicle.

It was to our great disadvantage, however, to 
arrive on a Sunday, when MANA operates with 
a skeleton crew – ipso facto we could not acquire 
a dolly to transport the Trunk down four stories 
and  then the several hundred yards to the RV.  But 
whether inborn, or honed in our work as affiliates 
of ESTAR(SER), there happens to be a great deal 
of ingenuity between the three of us, and with only 
a lick of elbow grease we wangled a shopping cart 
from a nearby kitchen on the double. And in spite 
of a froward front-right wheel, four trips later the 
Trunk and all of its parts were safely into the cargo 
hull. And none of us even broken a sweat!

August 16, 2022
Jersey City, NJ to Connellsville, PA

G. Willikers (left) and Orrin S. Underwood 
(right) packing up the Frye Trunk



Before we left, we invoked the spirit of Hogfoot by 
practicing his bibliomancy, a fortune telling game 
he had devised and exercised almost daily. We 
blindly pulled a book from the shelf, flipped to a 
random page, and pointed to a random sentence 
to get an answer to our question, “Will we find the 
Birds this time?” The bottom right of page 163 of 
E.J. Holmyard’s Alchemy yielded this response: 

“The language of symbolism affords much scope for the 
exercise of the imagination and holds many pitfalls.”

Indeed. And with that, we were off.

Orrin S. Underwood cruising across America



August 17, 2022
Connellsville, PA to Steubenville, OH

Steubenville, OH to Richmond, IN

This morning opened with a view of the chasm 
between West Virginia and Ohio, sheer cliffs 

on either side of the Ohio River. We had decided to 
stop in Steubenville, Ohio, the “City of Murals”, on 
a hunch that such an ostentatious proliferation of 
public art would have caught the eye of those roving 
exercisers of sustained attention. We were further 
encouraged by the discovery of two items that had 
been initially overlooked in the FRYE TRUNK: 
a Flamingo postcard from Biloxi, Mississippi to a 
recipient in Steubenville, and an old Steubenville 
bus token.

Upon entering the city it quickly became apparent 
that our research vehicle was not suitable for city 
exploration. After a conversation with an employee 
at the Dollar General, we left the RV neatly parked 
in an unused quarter of their lot, and set out on 
foot.

Steubenville, Ohio

Above: Steubenville bus token 
found in Frye Trunk
Below: “One Day At A Time” mural



There were in fact many murals in the city. However, 
we knew that a tenant of the Birds is to give 
attention to those objects which need it most. With 
this criteria in mind, we discovered in a back alley 
an understated mural which gave us pause: in black 
stenciled letters over a painted white background, 
the words “ONE DAY AT A TIME CLUB” were 
spray painted on the wall.

The discovery of this mural excited a good deal 
of speculation: could this be a contemporary or 
near-contemporary offshoot of the Order? Perhaps 
the Club is concerned with the decimation and 
commodification of our attention – advertising itself 
in back alleys, the only place where one can find 
respite from the dissociative and disaffecting pulse 
of capital on Main Street, away from the billboards 
and tourist traps? In retrospect this turned out to 
be a good deal of irresponsible speculation, as we 
soon learned that the One Day at a Time Club was 
also the name of a now defunct rehab center thirty 
minutes north of Steubenville. 

But we were not deterred. 

On our way out of town a Taco Bell mistakenly 
gave us twenty extra tacos. It was hard to take this 
as anything other than a good omen.

Postcards from Biloxi, 
MS to Steubenville with 

mysterious recipient



Decatur, Illinois Transfer Station
(pictured right and left)

August 18, 2022
Richmond, IN to Decatur, IL
Decatur, IL to Council Bluffs, IA

Today we stopped in Decatur, IL to visit the 
city where ESTAR and SER were fused in the 

1917 Decatur Convention. The convention was 
held at the St. Nicholas Hotel, which appears to 
have been demolished. However, in a photograph 
of the hotel from 1917 another building looms in 
the foreground, Decatur’s historic Transfer Station, 
built in 1892.

There is no known connection between the 
Convention and the Transfer Station, though it is 
reasonable to assume that many of the participants 
in the Convention arrived by way of the Transfer 
Station, whether they came by trolley or horse. This 
in itself would not be very curious, except for the 
fact that the Transfer Station itself exhibited an 
uncanny Bird-like agility, evading demolition by 
being carted to Decatur’s Central Park in 1962 – 
around the same time that Hogfoot was reviving 
the defunct union of ESTAR and SER. A close 
inspection of the Transfer Station did not yield any 
clues in this direction.





August 19, 2022
Council Bluffs, IA/ Omaha, NE to Lincoln, NE
Lincoln, NE/ Martell, NE to Chadron, NE

Today we met two colleagues in Lincoln, NE at 
the Sheldon Museum of Art who were willing 

to take on the risks associated with an experimental 
form of research: an attempt to re-create one of the 
Order’s Protocols for Sustained Attention.

The outlines of the “Practice”, or what the Birds 
refer to as an “Action” are broadly as follows: twenty 
eight minutes broken down into four seven minute 
phases, comprising of Encounter, Attendance, 
Negation, and finally Realization. During those 
twenty eight minutes no one is to speak, or write, 
or engage in any activity except looking at the 
work (excluding negation, during which time the 
participant imagines that the work does not exist, 

and that they do not exist either). The beginning of 
each phase, except Encounter, is signaled with the 
ringing of a bell. This is all followed by colloquy, 
where participants sit down (usually to a meal) and 
share their experience.

The dangers and difficulties in attempting to focus 
the mind are numerous, yet the Birds have one 
cautionary phrase:

Temporary metempsychosis may occur, but must not 
become permanent.

Metempsychosis means migration of the soul. We 
remain uncertain as to what exactly this might mean 
in the context of the Practice, or how a permanent 
or semi-permanent metempsychotic episode might 

Sheldon Art Museum in Lincoln, Nebraska



In a follow up poll, every participant in our re-
created “Action” expressed a degree of confusion 
and discomfort. However, this uneasiness seemed 
to result from a decisive clarity on the spiritual 
inadequacy of everyday life, and the simultaneous 
recognition that the condition of inattentiveness 
is necessary for living in an unlivable world. More 
research is required on this front.

It should also be noted that Gregory Willikers 
seemed to be afflicted by a variety of semi-
permanent metempsychosis. For several hours after 
the practice, we would find him standing in front of 
large machines, staring at them and pretending to 
hold a clipboard, in rough mimicry of the painting. 
Very curious.
 
Tomorrow morning we will leave for Crawford, NE, 
making our way across the Sand Hills of Nebraska 
...

Field near Crete, Nebraska



August 20, 2022
Lincoln, NE to Crawford, NE

It is very late, but the man who checked me into 
the RV camp was jolly as could be. Almost too 

jolly for 3 in the morning. We took an unexpected 
detour through Nebraska’s Sandhills. As we were 
preparing to leave this morning, one of our Lincoln-
based colleagues brought us a strange and beautiful 
clue: a small piece of prairie agate which clearly 
depicted three migratory birds in flight, which 
they had received some days before in an envelope 
postmarked from Crawford, NE. We are now in 
the Fort Robinson RV park. Looking forward to see 
what tomorrow will bring.

G. Willikers (left) and S. Knauss (right) at Car Henge in Alliance, Nebraska



Mysterious piece of prairie agate depicting three migratory birds in flight (detail)

Pseudo Fossils at Trailside Museum, Crawford, NE



August 21, 2022
Crawford, NE to Bridger-Teton National Forest, 
Moran, WY

The prairie agate was a decoy. We spent several 
hours this morning investigating the matter in 

the Fort Robinson Natural History Museum. Our 
suspicions were aroused as we went through the 
exhibits of bird-footprints and pseudo-fossils, and 
heightened even more as we walked through the 
gift shop ...

Trailside Museum entrance, Crawford, NE



It was clear we were being watched. 

This paranoia was confirmed when we returned 
to our research vehicle and found a taunting note 
tucked under the wiper, a single wing scrawled 
above the words “Nice Try.”

It was a long and demoralizing day of travel through 
the badlands and northern Wyoming. Not much to 
report. Tensions have been mounting among the 
three of us since the fiasco in Crawford. Hoping 
that a good night’s sleep and fresh mountain air will 
do all of us some good.

Ominous souvinirs at Trailside Museum gift shop



Depiction of “testosterone-crazed” bull 
mammoths at the Trailside Museum

Taunting note found on windshield 

Prairie agate samples documented by 
potential associate of The Order of the 

Third Bird

Book by potential associate of 
The Order of the Third Bird (excerpt)



Ominous souvenirs at Trailside Museum

Book by potential associate of 
The Order of the Third Bird

Photograph at agate fossil beds of sturnella 
neglecta, a red herring

Bird footprints at Trailside Museum

Fossils of “testosterone-crazed” bull 
mammoths at the Trailside Museum



Above: G. Willikers, Beaver Creek, WY
Below: G. Willikers, Orrin S. Underwood, and Stevie Knauss  (left to right), Beaver Creek, WY



Above: Jackson Lake, Bridger Teton National Forest
Below: G. Willikers and Orrin S. Underwood at Jackson Lake, Bridger Teton National Forest



August 22, 2022
Moran, WY to Garden Valley, ID – Pine Flats 
Campground

The paranoia sets in at Grand Teton National 
Park. There are three other Cruise America 

RVs parked in the Colter Bay Village campgrounds. 
Are we being followed by the Birds in nearly 
identical vehicles? Better stay close to our site, with 
the exception of an early morning hike through the 
forest trails.

Out on the lake I tried an experimental method 
of looking through looped fingers. But neither my 
heart nor mind could be summoned. My attention 
is divided. Stevie’s bear-phobia is hyperactive and 
Gregory hasn’t showered since we left Council 
Bluffs.

We do our laundry and shower in a coin-op building 
on our way out, and get a tin of coffee and some 
granola bars from a bare necessities grocery.

We left the park in better spirits than when we had 
arrived – but it was another long day of driving 
through Wyoming and Idaho. It was pitch dark 
when we arrived in Idaho, and I fell asleep as soon 
as I parked. Gregory and Stevie had fallen asleep 
many hours before.

Three geese in flight at Jackson Lake, Bridger Teton National Forest



Beaver Creek, WY

Orrin S. Underwood attempting experimental looking method at Bridger Teton National Forest





August 23, 2022
Garden Valley, ID to Portland, OR

When the sun came up we found ourselves 
beneath towering Douglas Firs. We decided 

to stretch our legs with a walk along the river – and 
came upon a secluded hot spring, pouring from a 
sheer outcrop. It cascaded down a rock wall into 
a small basin. We bathed in the spring for almost 
an hour. Completely rejuvenated, the prospects for 
our trip now seemed bright and we were looking 
forward to meeting another colleague in Portland, 
Ms. K. Ursula Rose.

G. Willikers (above) 
and Stevie Knauss (below) 
in hot spring, Boise National Forest



Orrin S. Underwood searching for Birds, Boise National Forest





Though we arrived late, we had committed to a 
second attempt at re-creating a Birdish “Action.” 
The object of our attention in this go-round was 
a decrepit telephone booth, vandalized almost 
beyond recognition. 

Unfortunately this object was on a prominent 
thoroughfare, and the four of us attracted much 
attention as we stood in the characteristic Bird 
Phalanx about the booth. Stevie was obliged to 
explain twice that we were ourselves emphatically 
not Birds, but were pursuing experimental research 
in an attempt to re-create the Bird’s “Practice” 
of Sustained Attention. The citizens of Portland 
readily accepted this explanation.

I had feared that these interruptions might have 
compromised our experiment, but clear symptoms 
of metempsychosis appeared again as Stevie entered 
into what appeared to be an imaginary conversation 
during the “Realization” phase, and Gregory 
pretended to smoke and then flick away several 
cigarette butts he had recovered from the ground.

After we had re-created the “Colloquy” phase over 
dinner, we returned to the research vehicle flush 
with phenomenological datum. We were beginning 
to feel that the Birds were closer than ever, in fact 
that we might just be right on top of them.

K. Ursula Rose in Portland, OR



RV featuring golden retriever decal in Boise National Forest

Stevie Knauss (left) and G. Willikers (right) beneath 
the Douglas Firs in Boise National Forest



August 24, 2022
Portland, OR to Seattle, WA

We finally arrived in Seattle. A bit later than 
expected. But still. We arrived.

As our trip draws to a close, the work of ESTAR(SER) 
feels more urgent than ever. I cannot say that we 
learned anything definite on this research trip. Or 
that the speculative evidence we collected will yield 
anything more than hot air to further inflate the 
balloon of our collective research, which someday 
might burst with a tremendous pop.

But one thing remains certain: the Birds are real, 
circling out there somewhere in their clandestine 
coveys. Somehow, one feels that the Birds are much 
further when we are looking for them … and much 
closer when we are looking with them … but it is 
not good to dwell on such a whimsical thought. As 
I suggested to Stevie and Gregory, in our frustrated 
efforts we might do well to remember a refrain of 
the Birds, “In Practice, Practice …”

- Orrin S. Underwood



Unloading the Frye Trunk at the Frye Museum in Seattle, WA



Land Acknowledgement

We would like to acknowledge the following people whose past and present land we traversed on our cross-country 
journey: The Shoshone-Bannock Tribes, the Cowlitz Tribe, the Clackamas, the Confederated Tribe of Grand Rone, 
The Confederated Tribes of Siletz Indians, the First Peoples of the Salish sea, the Duwamish people, the Suquamish, 
Muckleshoot, Stillaguamish Tribe of Indians, Pawnee Nation, the Cheyenne and Arapaho Tribes, the Jiwire and 
Nutachi peoples, the Omaha and Peoria Tribes, Sioux Nation, the Miami of Indiana, the Lenape, Osage Nation, 
Shawnee Tribe, the Unkechaug, and dozens of others. 

As we drove through and camped in 11 different states, we observed a wide range of gestures toward engendering 
greater historical consciousness with respect to ceded and unceded indigenous land. For the most part, we found these 
gestures lacking and impossible to ignore, since historical research was a primary component of our project. While 
our stays were often brief, and our research focused on 20th century aesthetics, we felt compelled to create some space 
in our work for dwelling on the genocide and colonialism that continues to impact communities across the country 
today. 

In Merrick County, Nebraska, where we conducted some of our research, a sign proudly commemorating the first 
white birth in the county still stands. We also stayed at Fort Robinson State Park, where Crazy Horse was murdered, 
and where 149 Northern Cheyenne were help captive by the U.S. Army and deprived of food and heat for refusing to 
move south in 1878. Rather than mourning the attrocities of the Fort Robinson massacre that ensued, the land now 
serves as a recreation site with portraits commemorating various army generals in the cafeteria. While both of these 
examples took place in Nebraska, we encountered countless other disturbing, if less obvious, accounts of history in 
every state we passed through. As amateur historians who often interpret the past generously and playfully, we want to 
acknowledge the spaces where that orientation remains insufficient. 

The Frye Museum, where the Frye Trunk will be exhibited, sits on the ancestral homelands of the first people of 
Seattle, the Coast Salish peoples, specifically the Duwamish and Suquamish Tribes. We would like to honor the land 
and specifically the Duwamish people. If you would like to join us in honoring the Duwamish, you can sign their 
petition for receiving federally recognized status at the following website:  https://www.standwiththeduwamish.org

The Milcom Memorial Reading Room and Attention Library at Mana Comtemporary sits on the original homelands 
of the Munsee Lenape. If you would like to learn more about the Lenape diaspora, please visit: 
https://thelenapecenter.com


